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1. Kampagnens titel: Live for the Story 

Kunde: Canon 

Produkt: Kamera 

 

 

2. År shortlistet/vundet ved CCA: 2020 

 

 

3. Executive Summary 

The world is infatuated with photos. We snap and share millions of photos 

each day, but we have forgotten the power of photography. 

 

Canon created a multi-year platform to showcase the power of 

photography and how inspiration can be found everywhere, thereby 

becoming relevant for a generation who is notoriously hard to engage. 

Through our activations we changed Google's algorithm, engaged our 

users on social media and changed Canon’s brand perception.  

By doing so, we managed to increase market share from 6% to 33.5% in 

2020, thereby becoming number 1 for the first time in Canon’s history. 

 

 

4. Har du tidligere indsendt denne kampagne i Creative 

Effectiveness? 

This case is the next phase of the Redefine Ordinary case from 2020. 

 

5. Hvad var målsætningen for kampagnen? 

Commercial Objectives 

Increase Canon’s mirrorless market share from 6% to 25%  

As the leading manufacturer of DSLR cameras, Canon was suffering most 

from the collapse of category sales due to the ubiquity, convenience and 

ever-increasing picture quality of smartphones. 
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To counter this threat, camera manufacturers introduced compact, smaller 

and less expensive cameras, but still with a focus on high quality imagery. 

This was labelled the “mirrorless”1 category; a category that grew 

incrementally over the last 10 years. Canon was late to the mirrorless 

category2, by which time the category that could help save Canon from the 

“threat of the Smartphone” was already dominated by others, with Canon 

an ‘also-ran’.  

 
1 A ‘mirrorless’ camera uses no built-in mirror in the body, but digitally reproduce the DSLR’s picture 
performance. The lack of a mirror in the camera body results in a smaller and lighter body. 
2 Source: DIY Photography, Mar 2018, „Canon finally shifts focus to mirrorless cameras company manager 
confirms“ Retrieved from: https://www.diyphotography.net/canon-finally-shifts-focus-mirrorless-cameras-
company-manager- confirms/  
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Increase Canon mirrorless camera sales by 10% from 2016 onwards 

To capture a larger share of the market Canon targeted sales uplifts of at 

least 10% per year for 3 years.  

 

Marketing Objectives 

Increase awareness within mirrorless 

Canon has long held a dominant position in high-end cameras, but the 

awareness did not extend to the mirrorless category. To drive growth, we 

wanted to increase unaided awareness within mirrorless from 35% to 52%, 

and top-of-mind from 21% to 42%.  

 

Drive consideration and conversion 

While Redefine Ordinary had set the first steps, Canon now wanted to 

activate its user base even stronger and turn awareness into consideration 

and eventually conversion into sales. 

 

Communication Objectives 

Increase Canon quality perception vs. the Smartphone 
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Strong communication initiatives from the likes of Apple and Samsung 

have focused on the quality of mobile photography – effectively 

questioning the difference between cameras and smartphones. Canon had 

to reaffirm the superior quality of the pictures they deliver and evoke the 

emotional power of great photography. This required an aspirational 

narrative that would cut through the clutter and reposition the brand 

amongst a younger audience than the traditional Canon heartland. 

 

Build brand vibrancy 

According to WPP ́s BrandZ, brand perception across the Nordics is very 

much aligned with the traditional perception of the Canon brand – great for 

our professional business, but not young and dynamic enough to establish 

relevance amongst a new generation within the mirrorless category. Values 

such as Trustworthy, In control and Wise dominated how the brand was 

perceived. The values least associated with Canon were: Fun, Sexy and 

Playful3.  

 

Similarly, Canon’s own brand perception positioned Canon as the 

dependable brand, while Nikon is perceived as the premium and innovative, 

and Sony is the stylish and bold one (confidential). Simply put, Canon was 

perceived as reliable and stable, but not very exciting or aspirational. 

 

 
 

 
3 BrandZ data, 2018 
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To achieve these objectives Canon needed to overcome the following 

three challenges: 

 

Business Challenge 

Canon’s core business was threatened, and the brand had to look towards 

new sources of revenue by growing mirrorless sales. 

 

Marketing Challenge 

Canon had to penetrate the mirrorless market by increasing presence and 

awareness of their offering in this space. 

 

Communication Challenge 

Canon needed to engage its younger target by communicating to them on 

eye level, providing inspiring content and interesting activations. 

 

 

6. Beskrivelse af idéen og arbejdet - og forklar hvilke kanaler, 

der blev brugt i eksekveringen 

Canon faced dual challenges in terms of the traditional business (DSLR) 

being threatened by the rise of smartphones, and the emerging mirrorless 

category being dominated by competitors. To solve these challenges, we 

created a long-term platform that would reposition Canon and build 

presence and awareness in the mirrorless category.  

 

We launched Live for the Story, continuing the rejuvenation of the Canon 

brand and creating continuous growth in terms of relevancy and 

positioning within the mirrorless category. To continue the success of 

Redefine Ordinary, we looked into a multi-phase approach with the 

following campaigns: 
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1) Local Business Never Looked So Good 

In the first phase of the project, we wanted to engage the Canon 

community, while creating local relevance. Our target group, the 

Adventurous Achievers4, viewed cameras as something that should be 

“planned” for i.e. to be used for vacations or other special occasions. 

However, the small size and ease of use of mirrorless cameras makes them 

ideal to use more spontaneously in everyday situations. 

 

Insight 

We think that high-quality shots need extraordinary moments. Only in 

those moments do we get out the camera. We think that for the everyday, 

the smartphone will do just fine. But why? The possibilities are plenty to 

shoot creative, high-quality photography in the everyday. And when you 

can help someone else along the way, the difference we make becomes 

even greater. 

 

 
4 Adventurous Achievers are aged 16-34 living in the Nordic urban areas who are not yet affluent, but appreciate 
convenience and are willing to buy the best camera they can afford. 
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Execution 

We set out to find the biggest fit, where photographers could contribute to 

their local community. And what better place than the images restaurants 

and shops use on Google Maps? While international chains have 

professional photographers, local shops lack exactly that. And beautiful 

imagery matters because when we search for a place to visit, we make fast 

judgement calls based on the photos we see. So, we mobilized Canon fans 

to help their local businesses. “Local Business Never Looked So Good” was 

launched. 

 

With our modest campaign budget, we partnered with Google and rallied 

their Google Local Guides to go out and redefine their neighbourhood 

shops with beautiful imagery that would replace the old dreary pictures. 

This inspiring content was then used to encourage Canon fans to help with 

their photography, alongside educational videos featuring our influencers. 

This would make every new photo uploaded a proof of the power of great 

photography. 
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2) 24H of North 

The next phase of the project was established to deliver high inspirational 

value of great photography to our target audience. We wanted to get the 

Adventurous Achievers to be inspired and eventually buy a mirrorless 

camera. We opted for a different approach going beyond a traditional 

summer campaign. 

 

Insight  

We tapped into a well-known Nordic phenomenon: “you can't trust 

summers in the Nordics”. Many Scandinavians travel elsewhere during the 

summer months. But why is that, when our summers are actually the best 

time to be at home? 

 

It seemed like people had forgotten to look at their surroundings and see 

the beauty that lies within close vicinity. With “24H of North” we wanted to 

change exactly that. We strove to inspire and activate our community to 

live for the magical moment in the Nordics, by exposing them to great 

photography. 
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Execution 

We divided the campaign into launch, core period and aftermath. The 

launch period served to encourage our audience to participate in the “24H 

of North” campaign. We seeded a call to arms video combined with a call 

to entry to become a 24H creator. During the core period, we posted 

different 24H briefs, split up into parts of the day – together the briefs 

created a storyline of 24H.  

 

Our 24H creators along with Canon influencers and our own production fed 

into the featured responses, all collected under a designated hashtag. The 

aftermath consisted of a 24H hero film compiled from all the material 

captured and released on Instagram. To reach our target audience in all 

three phases of the campaign, we focused on social channels for seeding. 

 

3) Find Amazing Everywhere 

The third phase of Live for the Story focused on generating awareness 

among the Technical Enthusiasts5 along with the launch of Canon’s new 

EOS R system. We wanted to engage the Canon community while showing 

the benefits of a system that “shoots big and travels small”. We inspired 

people to find amazing, un-polished shots all while celebrating the Nordics.  

 

Insight 

The Technical Enthusiasts are tech-savvy amateurs, deeply involved in 

photography and its technical aspects. On their hunt to create the perfect 

shot, they look to maximise their tech capabilities, value tips from others 

and seek perfection in everything they do. With their passion for tech, they 

think that big equipment is everything. We wanted to convince them 

otherwise.  

 

 
5 Technical Enthusiasts are aged 35-44, who are deeply interested in the technical aspects of cameras on their 
quest to get the perfect shot. 
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Execution 

To raise awareness and hype Canon’s new product launch while creating 

awareness, we took the Canon community on an extraordinary journey. We 

teamed up with Alex Høgh Andersen as our hero photographer with a fame 

factor. We equipped Alex with the new EOS R system and sent him on a 

journey from Copenhagen through Finland and Sweden all the way to 

Tromsø, Norway. All in an effort to “Find Amazing Everywhere” – no matter 

the weather or conditions.  

 

The whole “Find Amazing Everywhere” campaign was rolled out live on 

Instagram stories as we created an interactive adventure, where both Alex’ 

and Canon fans decided whether he went left or right. Over the five-day 

journey, over 110 videos were created, which were turned into inspiring ads. 

 

Media strategy 

The campaigns were built up in three layers that are explained below. The 

audience profile demanded a social-first approach where each creative was 

optimized for social platforms in length and format.  
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As for the channel selection, we chose Facebook and Instagram. In line 

with the activation focus of the campaign especially Instagram allowed us 

to inspire and interact with the audience through reactions, messages and 

story replies. 

 

 
 

 

7. Hvad var strategien bag det kreative arbejde? 

Even though Canon has a long-standing tradition in high quality 

photography equipment, competitors like Sony and Nikon had caught up 

to the game – and even gotten ahead. As a result, Canon was lacking a 

point of differentiation in products along with an old, dusty brand image. 

 

With the Redefine Ordinary platform, we turned around Canon’s traditional 

brand perception to fit a younger, more dynamic category. Now it was time 
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to leverage Canon’s brand identity even further. It was time to activate the 

new brand perception. Accordingly, Live for the Story was designed as a 

multi-year platform with the goal of mobilizing our user base. The strategy 

was built on three pillars: 

 

1. Build connection through local relevance 

2. Engage with our audience through inspirational content 

3. Create excitement with a hero photographer with a fame factor 

 

These three pillars subsequently influenced the creative campaigns 

presented in the previous chapter.  

 

 
Depicted: Overview of the strategy 
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8. Hvad var kampagnens umiddelbare kreative impact?  

The multi-year platform Live for the Story was designed to change how the 

target audience viewed the Canon brand as well as establish Canon as a 

key player in the mirrorless category. 

 

Delivering Campaign Results 

For all three campaigns, we achieved impressive results. Across all 

campaigns, we obtained a total number of impressions exceeding 34 mio 

and a total reach of over 7 mio. We increased the numbers of followers on 

Canon’s Instagram by 68.172. Especially impressive is the “Find Amazing 

Everywhere” campaign, where we doubled Canon’s following within 48 

hours. 

 

 

 

We had an engagement of over 1.3 mio, which is over 20% higher than 

industry benchmarks. But the engagement didn’t stop there. Since the 

campaign ended, we’ve generated over 22,000 EOS R related partner 

referrals and led close to 1,000 EOS RP prospects to partners’ eCommerce 

sites. A 50% increase compared to the EOS R launch. 
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Delivering Marketing Objectives 

Our target audiences, the Adventurous Achievers and Technical 

Enthusiasts engaged strongly with the campaigns, with both unaided 

awareness and top-of-mind awareness increasing sharply – making Canon 

the most recognised brand in the mirrorless category.  

 

 

 

Delivering Communications Objectives 

A key communications challenge was to increase desirability of the Canon 

brand in the Adventurous Achievers and Technical Enthusiasts segment 

and increase vibrancy of the brand, to be perceived as an exciting, 

relevant and aspirational brand. In the pre/post brand tracking we saw a 

strong positive development across all value statements: 
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This was mainly achieved due to the large number of Adventurous 

Achievers and Technical Enthusiasts that we reached and engaged. By 

aggregating reach across different channels and applying industry 

benchmarks, it is estimated that we reached between 7.1 - 7.5 million 

unique consumers within the segment. 

 

As a result of the communication strategy, we were able to optimize our 

creative assets and targeting, thereby continuously lowering the cost-per-

click and ensuring a high level of reach although the media spend was 

gradually lowered during the projects. 
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Redefine Ordinary and Live for the Story successfully reminded the 

audience of the power of great photography; by highlighting the 

inspirational significance, but also by showing what great photography 

means for small local businesses. 

 

Our partnership with Google had more than 22.000 people uploading more 

than 327.000 images to Google Maps. A post survey amongst shopkeepers 

showed that 43% experienced an increased footfall to their stores. The 

importance of high-quality pictures was noticed by Google who changed 

their algorithm in collaboration with Canon, effectively putting higher 

quality images higher in the search ranking. 
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And as the number of people that viewed a camera as a superior choice 

increased, it helped increase consumer preference for Canon increasing 

overall brand preference from 5% to 9% amongst non-camera owners and 

from 17% to 25% amongst camera owners. 

 

 
 

 

9. Hvilken kommerciel effekt/værdi løftede kampagnens 

kreative impact? 

In the years leading up to both Redefine Ordinary and Live for the Story, 

the market had diverged between the declining DSLR market (avg. 34% 

unit sales decline 2011 - 2015) and the growing mirrorless market (avg. 17% 

unit sales increase 2011 - 2016). We needed to shift the focus to the 

mirrorless market and capture more of the value. 

 

The ambition to penetrate the new market and reverse Canon’s fortunes 

was set at an annual KPI of 10% year-on-year sales growth, which was 

surpassed throughout all three years. Sales grew exponentially from 

+13,58% in 2016, 19,23% in 2017 and finally staggering +48,46% during the 

third phase in 2018.  
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But more importantly, Canon managed to increase total market share from 

17% in 2018 to 33,5% in 2020, and thereby becoming the number 1 camera 

brand in terms of market share for the first time. 

 

 
 

While Canon revenues doubled by the end of 2018 (index 201 compared to 

the base of 2015), all other competitors declined (with the mirrorless 

market leader at index 54). Canon’s growth bucked market trends, with 

sales sharply up despite declines in both DSLR and mirrorless markets. 
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With a more clearly defined position Canon not only sold more units, but 

also managed to grow its value share of the market from 6% to 33% by the 

end of 2020 and ending up being number 1 in terms of market share. 
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Without the launch of Live for the Story, Canon would clearly have 

followed the category trend downwards. A projection based on the 

competitors’ performance indicated Canon would have been at index 71 

instead of 201 that was achieved after the campaigns.  

 

In the absence of Redefine Ordinary and Live for the Story, Canon’s 

projected sales revenue was €9,485,941 (confidential) for the campaign 

period, compared to the €16,876,500 (confidential) actually achieved.  

 

On this basis, the incremental revenue generated by the campaign is 

€7,390,558 (confidential). The total marketing investment behind the 

initiative was €1,679,672 (confidential) (including media, creative execution 

and production). This indicates a revenue return on marketing investment 

of 1:4.4 - that is, every €1 spent on the campaign returned sales revenue of 

€4.4.  
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Perhaps just as important, the success of the Redefine Ordinary and Live 

for the Story projects helped to future-proof Canon by making the brand 

less reliant on sales of DSLR cameras by expanding its presence in the 

more attractive mirrorless category. In 2018 the ratio of sales revenue is 

now 54% DSLR and 46% mirrorless. 

 

 
 

Besides the immediate effects within the mirrorless category, Redefine 

Ordinary and Live for the Story had a broader halo effect on the brand, 

helping Canon slow down DSLR sales decline in a period where Canon has 

not invested in communicating their DSLR portfolio. 

 

Indeed in 2018 Canon managed an increase in their DSLR sales revenue for 

the first time in several years, while competitors saw a 25% decrease on 

average.  
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Indeed from 2016, the halo from Redefine Ordinary and Live for the Story 

had helped Canon sharply increase its share of the DSLR market, at the 

expense of its closest competitor.  
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10. Er der andre faktorer, som kan have haft indflydelse pa ̊ 

den kommercielle effekt/værdi eller den 

forretningsmæssige udvikling? 

 

Was Canon’s success driven by an overall consumer demand for more 

mirrorless cameras? 

 

No, the overall demand for the category declined in 2015-2019. A decline 

that Canon was able to break away from and significantly increase its 

business performance. 

 

Could pricing explain the improved performance? 

 

No. The camera business is a traditional, retailer-driven category, which 

means that prices are very stable and that manufacturers follow 

predictable patterns. According to Canon, the mirrorless category had the 

same promotional support that you would see for the launch of any 

camera. 

 

Was the success due to increased media budget? 

 

The media budget for Live for the Story was similar to the budget allocated 

to previous campaigns. In fact, due to the success of the creative platform, 

we were able to gradually reduce the spend in year two and again in year 

three while still improving the performance of the campaign.  
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11. Skubbede arbejdet til grænserne for, hvordan kreativitet 

kan give impact på forretningen? 

 

Our Live for the Story platform showed that it is possible to educate and 

engage younger consumers about the emotional value of high-quality 

photography – and, in doing so, counter what seemed to be the inevitable 

“default to Smartphone”. 

 

By creating two multi-year platforms that worked in continuation of each 

other, we were able to work them as classic behavioural change programs 

and move Canon from storytelling and very technical focus to a more 

story-doing behaviour with an emotional angle, reminding people of the 

power of camera photography. 


